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Short Vocabulary:
AGS =Absolute Good Spirits
CBG = Chambumo Gyeong, Holy Textbook
CSG = Cheon Seong Gyeong, Holy Textbook
CIG  = Cheon Il Guk, Two persons become one, KoH
CP   = Cheong Pyeong, Spir. training ground Korea
DP   = Divine Principle, v1973 
EDP = Divine Principle, v1996
KoH = Kingdom of Heaven 
LSA = Lord of Second Advent
OT   = Old Testament
NT   = New Testament
CT   = Completed Testament
TF   = True Father, SMM = Sun Myung Moon
TM  =  True Mother, Hak Ja Han Moon
TTM = Teaching and Textbook Material
UC  = Unification Church

Extended Vocabulary:
www.slideshare.net/bdp003/vocabulary-uc



The Principle = content of the Revelation 1935-1944
                         Divine Principle
                          + speeches by Dr. Moon 1956-2012

Like Jesus teaching was called ”the Way”
so the Principle is likewise  eternal Divine Spiritual Truth
And Laws (”the Way”) which can set Man free of the 
bondage of Original Sin and become the Divine
Physical/Spiritual being intended at the beginning of 
Creation.
The final goal of all Humans Physical and Spiritual life.



Man fell by the false word of satan, a fallen angel.

Man will be restored to holyness again
by beleiveng in the true word of God and
Power of Messiah.

Similar process – opposite direction by FAITH!



Man fell into IGNORANCE by the 
false word of satan, a fallen angel!

We remain entirely ignorant of the answers: 

What is the original mind, 
the wellspring of good desires? 
What is the origin of the evil mind that incites 
evil desires in opposition to the original mind? 
What is the root cause of the contradiction that 
brings people to ruin? 
Internal ignorance and external ignorance.



The Culmination of All Civilizations

Spiritual and material civilization, built upon 
religion and science - the quests to overcome the 
two aspects of human ignorance - must be 
brought into harmony. 

Only then can we resolve the fundamental 
problems of human life and 
realize the world of God's ideal.



Sin in the human race had its origin in Adam and Eve, 
but sin in the universe had its origin in angelic beings 
that rebelled against the Creator. 

Source: Verheven; Deviation and Restoration
www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/Results%20of%20Sin.docx



Medieval

Hieronymous Bosch
1450-1516



Medieval Hell

Hieronymous Bosch



Medieval Hell

Hieronymous Bosch



• Depression
• Sucide
• Anger, Hate – Riots
• Rape – Violence
•  …

• Original Sin multiplied
• Evil spiritual Gravity!
• Free Sex – Porno
• Prostitution
• Teenagers cutting
• Drugs – Crime …

Modern 
Hell



Root Cause:

Original Sin 
fallen sexual union reconnecting 
spiritually /physically to the Fall of Man.

opening the pandoras box of satan
for evil spiritual influence….

Depression-  Sucide -  Anger, - Hate  – Riots  -  Rape – Violence –
Free Sex – Porno graphy – Prostitution - Teenagers cutting - Drugs 
– Crime –Terrorism …



And the LORD God said unto the serpent, 
Because you have done this, you are cursed above 
all cattle, and above every beast of the field; 
upon your belly shall you go, 
and dust shall you eat all the days of your life  Gen. 3:14

Comment: “Dust” = evil vitality elements
                  “Evil inspiration” = evil Spirit elements

Evil Spirit
elements

Evil vitality
elements



Good is related to original value, the originally intended value.

Goodness always brings protection to that original form. 

What is evil? 
Evil is the power which tries to obstruct and destroy 
the original form.   /SMM 830220

In the Garden of Eden Lucifer left God's side and abandoned 
the heavenly path. 
For this reason, he became prisoner to insecurity, 
fear, hatred, envy, jealousy and desire. 
They come from sin.      /SMM February 25, 1999



Looking at the mind and the body, 
the mind is the subject partner, in the plus position, 
and the body is the object partner, in the minus position. 

Even so, they fight each other. How did they come to fight? 

It is because the body became another plus. 
The body should be eternally the object partner 
before the mind, but it took over the position of 
subject partner. 

That was the Fall.                        /SMM 1972.09.03
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The Fall of Man in short summary:

Lucifers & Eves & Adams recognition for self!

Solution: Recognition for Others through Messiah

Listen to Audio and slides by Jeong Ok Yu. 



Genesis 3:14 states that God cursed the fallen angel, 
saying he should go upon his belly and should eat dust 
all the days of his life. "Upon your belly you shall go" 
means that the angel becomes a miserable being, 
unable to function properly according to the original 
way of creation. 

To have to "eat dust" means that he has to live by 
receiving evil vitality elements from the sinful world, 
deprived of the right to have elements of life from God, 
since he was thrown down from heaven (Is. 14:12, Rev. 12:9)

                                                                      /DP 1973



What kind of weapons did Satan use? 
He used an airborne weapon: that is smoking. 
Next, the liquid weapon is liquor; 
and then the solid weapon is drugs. 

Through these means, everything including your spirit is 
made to rot. 
He makes everything rot – your body and spirit, and 
everything from the nostrils to the lungs. 
So we do not drink liquor or smoke cigarettes. 
These are the weapons Satan uses to destroy human beings. 



These three things, which are elements that 
prevent one’s spirit from communicating with God, 
are the enemy’s best weapons. 

What comes next? 
Free sex that destroys the order of love. (- Spiritual) 

                                                       /SMM 1983.4.10



The world spends some $1,000.000.000 annually on 
the military

68 million daily searches for pornography in the United States

Porno industry $13.000.000.000 dollars in profit. 

By comparison, 
Hollywood released 507 movies and made only 8.8 billion 
                                                                          (Bridges and Wosnitzer, 2007).



The reasons to this can all be found in Divine Principle
explanation of Fall of Man.



So is Sex a Sin? - Yes and No

Yes for all fallen relationships since the Fall of Man – 
multiplying satans Lineage and Original Sin.

No, for Jesus and his missing Holy Bride
No for SMM and his Holy Bride.
No for all of Blessed couples who have had 
Original Sin removed through the Blessing! 



Father said that even though second generation are born 
without original sin, the spirits of new born children 
will be clean beginning in the third generation children,

since the spiritual body of first and second generation 
members are stained and blotchy with the sins of our 
ancestors like dirty clothes.

Second generation children live in an environment where 
the Fall can take place at any time, so they must be careful. 



Bible Verses About Sins of Omission and Commission

James 4:17 - Therefore to him that knoweth to do good, 
and doeth [it] not, to him it is sin.

Luke 13:3 - I tell you, Nay: but, except ye repent, 
ye shall all likewise perish.

1 John 3:4 - Whosoever committeth sin transgresseth 
also the law: for sin is the transgression of the law.



John 6:28  What must we do, that we may work 
             the works of  God?

29  Jesus answered and said unto them, 
    “This is the work of God: that ye believe in Him 
     whom He hath sent.”



Mathew 11 
11 ”Truly, I say to you, among those born of women there 
has risen no one greater than John the Baptist; yet he who 
is least in the kingdom of heaven is greater than he. 

12 From the days of John the Baptist until now the kingdom 
of heaven has suffered violence, and men of violence take 
it by force. 

13 For all the prophets and the law prophesied until John; 

14 and if you are willing to accept it, he is Eli'jah who is to 
come”.



Why did restoration through indemnity come about? 
For what purpose did it appear after the Fall occurred? 

If there were no portion of responsibility, 
then there would be no need for the term 
"restoration through indemnity." 



In what position did human beings fall? 
They fell during the course of fulfilling their portion of 
responsibility.
 
At that time, human beings handed over the realm of 
the portion of responsibility to Satan. 
It was taken by Satan. 

Therefore, we must regain the realm of the portion of 
responsibility. 1986.3.16 CSG Book 8 5:1



  Because John the Baptist gradually came to doubt Jesus 
and finally even undermined his work, the Jewish people, 
who had the highest esteem for John, were compelled to 
disbelieve in Jesus.189(cf. Messiah 2.2)

 Consequently, the foundation of faith which John had laid 
for the first worldwide course to restore Canaan was 
invaded by Satan. 



 Jesus himself now had to take on John's mission and 
restore through indemnity the foundation of faith 
(40 day fasting)
in order to set out on the second worldwide course to 
restore Canaan. 

 When Jesus fasted for forty days in the wilderness, it was 
to separate Satan for the very purpose of restoring the 
foundation of faith; however, for this he lowered himself 
to assume the position of John the Baptist.



John the Baptist = returning Elijah

Still John denied it = Sin of Omission



 “Every human being is struggling to attain 
  life-long happiness and
  overcome misfortune”.

             /First sentens in Divine Principle



1. First, there is no freedom outside the Principle. 
    Freedom requires both free will and the free actions 
    pursuant to that will

DP96



2. Second, there is no freedom without responsibility. 
    Human beings, created according to the Principle, 
    can reach perfection only by fullfilling their responsibility 
    based on their free will.

DP96



3. Third, there is no freedom without accomplishment. 
    When human beings exercise freedom and carry out 
    their responsibility, they strive to accomplish results which 
    complete the purpose of creation and bring joy to God. 

DP96





No matter how broad the Christian cultural realm becomes, 
a perfected Adam who can manifest the true love of God 
must appear together with the bride. 

Thus, you must fulfill your portion of responsibility and 
enter the realm of direct dominion. 
You must prepare a foundation of true love in your family 
that can unite upper and lower, front and back, and left 
and right with love at the center. 

Is this an easy thing to do? 
/SMM1991.10.15



"Then the Lord saw that the wickedness of man 
was great in the earth, and that every intent of 
the thoughts of his heart was evil continually. 

And the Lord was sorry that He created man 
on the earth and He was grieved in His heart.“

                                              (Gen. 6:5&6 NKJV) 



Blake



The first human ancestors destroyed this, the very 
thing that they should have perfected; as a result, 
the whole of humanity still has to fulfill its given 
responsibility. 

To do so, everyone gains dominion over everything 
in the satanic world, stands in a position to dominate 
Satan, and reaches the position where they can 
receive the love of God with dignity. 

When that happens, Satan will be cut off. /SMM1986.3.16





Billy Graham:
As Christians we have 3 enemies 

•  The World – Fallen evil traditions

•  The Devil –  Fallen Archangel, Fallen Nature

•  The Flesh – Original Sin



Billy Graham was interviewed by the German
Magazine Der Spiegel 1954:

Q: Mr Graham, what do you think about sex!

A: Sex is the most wonderful thing on this Earth,
    as long as God is in it!

    When the Devil get’s in it,
    it’s the most terrible thing on tyhis Earth!

Compare : DP explanation of Fall of Man
                  as sexual union Lucifer >Eve>Adam  



 There are two deaths:
•  One Physical 
•  One Spiritual

Mankind is walking the “death” that Adam and Eve 
experienced AFTER dying the death promised by God if Falling. 

Dead in Spirit, being controlled by wicked forces:
 We fight “not against flesh and blood but against principalities 
and power, against the rulers of the world of this darkness, 
against the spirits of wickedness” (Eph 6:12).  /St. Paul

One of Satan’s greatest assets is his camouflage, 
the belief that he doesn’t exist.



The Human Fall – Horror! - For All Mankind



Who is satan!



This!

Book of
Evil



No!



                                 
Jesus :  When he lies, he speaks his native language, 
for he is a liar and the father of lies.  John 8: 44

C.S.Lewis:  “Satan disguises himself as an angel of light”
Satan's most deceptive tactics is to convince people that
he doesn't exist

This is satan!
”I do not exist.”

”Your thoughts are always your own thoughts”



John 11:49,50:   And one of them, named Caiaphas, 
being the high priest that same year, said unto them, 
You know nothing at all, Nor consider that it is expedient 
for us, that one man should die for the people, and that 
the whole nation perish not.

Satan works through fallen people!:



Luke 22:4:   Then entered Satan into Judas surnamed 
Iscariot, being of the number of the twelve. 
And he went his way, and conferred with the chief priests 
and captains, how he might betray him unto them.

Satan works through fallen people!:



John 8:40:   But now you (Scribes, Pharisees) 
                    seek to kill me, 
                    a man that has told you the truth, 
                    which I have heard of God: this did not Abraham.

Satan works through fallen people!:



Antidepressant medication has doubled since year 2000
                                                                     /BBC Nov 2013

The World sickness is Spiritually rooted and 
in need of a permanent Solution=Salvation!

The Blessing



Math 16:17:   Blessed are you, Simon Barjona: 
for flesh and blood has not revealed it unto you, 
but my Father who is in heaven.

Also God works through fallen people!
To achieve goodness:



Why is a new Adam needed!

Even Jesus crucifixion was unable to wash away
original sin.

No shadow on Jesus – he did all he could and more…
but he was/is never fully accepted by Israel!

Try washing your clothes in dirty water…
It will never be 100% clean - however much 
fallen man asked for forgiveness of original sin,
It can not be forgiven, until…

A new ACCEPTED clean Physical Adam & Eve – 
True Parents are coming.



But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, 
thou shalt not eat of it: for in the day that thou eatest 
thereof thou shalt surely die. /KJV Gen 2:17.



You are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your 
father you will do. 
He was a murderer from the beginning, 
and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. 
When he speaks a lie, he speaks of his own: 
for he is a liar, and the father of it.      /John 8:44

And the serpent said unto the woman, You shall not surely die.
                                                           /Genesis 3:4

Jesus: And you shall know the truth, 
           and the truth shall make you free.

Jesus saves and is the Messiah. - Still Original Sin remains!



St. Michael makes a great general in this 
fight between Christ and Satan for our souls! 
After all, we read in Revelation (12:7-9) 
that “there was a great battle in heaven; 
Michael and his angels fought with the dragon...
and that great dragon...who is called the devil and Satan, 
who seduces the whole world...was cast unto the earth, 
and his angels [the demons] were thrown down with him.”

• On Earth the Greatest Generals are Christ/Messiah
• 2nd Adam Jesus
• 3rd Adam Sun Myung Moon
• True Parents



Quote SMM (SunMyungMoon) 1965:

There was no evil in the beginning. 
Lucifer acted against the Principle. 
That became evil.
 
Evil is not something entirely different from love. 
Evil is the misuse of love. 



Good is the right and proper use of love. 
Good and evil started from one point -- love. 
If we love God, that is all right. 
But if we love something or someone against God's will, 
that is evil. 
If we love someone or something in accordance with 
God's will, that is good.

                                                      /SMM 1965



Like the Moon passively reflects the rays from 
the Sun.
So All Mankind unconseously in their daily life
reflect the ancient Fall of the First Humans.

Look around and see the fruits…illicit love,
divorces, sexual abuse of women/child, rape, 
sex on TV, internet, masturbation…
murder, war, poverty … Lack of compassion!



                           BBC News 31 March 2015

                         'Pornography addiction worry' 
                         for tenth of 12 to 13-year-olds

• A tenth of 12 to 13-year-olds fear they are 
  "addicted" to pornography, 
 
• 'Aggressive'
One boy under the age of 15 told ChildLine that he was 
"always watching porn, and some of it is quite aggressive".

• 'Easy access‘ (Internet)

• 'Damaging and upsetting‘

    Ref: http://www.bbc.com/news/education-32115162



The Influence of Good and Evil Spirits  
(Essentials Of The Unification Principle)

The struggle between the original mind and the evil mind 
is greatly exacerbated by the intervention of spirit men 
and women in the affairs of people on earth. 

Good spirits, that is those close to God, have a beneficial 
influence on the spirits of men and women on earth. 
However, evil spirits, who are close to Satan in character 
and direction, have a bad influence on the spirits of people 
on earth. 



The Influence of Good and Evil Spirits

Because of the dislocation of spirit and body brought 
about by the fall, fallen individuals are generally unaware
of the influence of good and evil spirits in their lives. 

They tend to attribute fallen spiritual influences to their 
own moods, sentiments and inspirations.

Whenever the spirit of a fallen man or woman
unites with the thoughts or activities of evil
spirits he or she multiplies
the power of Satan and evil in the world. 



Be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might.  

Put on the whole armour of God, 
that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. 

 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, 
but against principalities, against powers, 
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, 
against spiritual wickedness in high places.

                                                    (Ephesians 6:10-12)



The “evil eye” is a malevolent look that many cultures believe 
able to cause injury or misfortune for the person at whom it 
is directed for reasons of envy or dislike. 



A nazar (Turkish: nazar boncugu Old Turkic: gökçe munçuk) 
is an eye-shaped amulet believed to protect against the evil eye 
("evil eye", from nazar and "amulet" from boncugu). 
The word "nazar" is derived from the Arabic, "sight" or "seeing".



Collectors of Human Garbage 
Police catching Garbage ~ “Law Breakers”
Unnecessary if Man was 100% un-Fallen 

like True Adam Jesus/SMM - No Law needed.
 ”It would be an orderly world where people govern

 themselves by the heavenly way and heavenly laws, 
with no need for lawyers, prosecutors or even judges.”

/SMM - Peace Messages 15



ROOT OF EVIL — IMMORAL SEX 
There is ample evidence today that the root of evil, the Fall, 
was an immoral sexual relationship. 

God created the sexual act of love as the 
most precious, holy and exciting expression of love in our lives. 

Yet throughout history the act of love has often been regarded 
as lowly and made a joke of. 

Divine Principle 
in Plain Language 
by Jon Quinn



Comment:  Illicit sexuality - root of suffering and shame

-  Adam & Eve covered their genitals and not the mouth 
   after having "eaten" of the fruit.

-  Covenant between Abraham and God is symbolized by
   circumcision of the male sexual organ.
   The shedding of satanic blood - kinship with satan.

-  Jesus spoke of ... you have the devil as your father 

-  Fruitful - propagation - reproduction – illicit sexuality

-  Sex industry larger then combined world military budget!



ROOT OF EVIL — IMMORAL SEX 

The Bible teaches us that although it is necessary for man 
to multiply, for those who can, 
it is best to be celibate (live single). 

This was to be an indemnity payment for the Fall and implies 
that marriage has not had the complete sanction of God. 

The Bible emphasizes not getting married. 

In First Corinthians 7:38 we read, 
“So that he who marries his betrothed does well; 
but he who refrains from marriage will do better.” 
Celibacy is encouraged because God’s ideal was lost 
due to the misuse of love. 



Comment: 

How we can see that the Root of Human Fall
is Spiritual:

Bible:
“But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, 
you shall not eat of it: for in the day that you eat 
thereof you shall surely die.”   /Gen. 2:17

Did they die Physically on that day
No!

They died Spiritually – Spiritual Death and Fall!
Involved Fallen Angel!



…in the day that you eat thereof you shall
     surely die - spiritually switched off!

  Life           -         Death

Same lamp, glass, filament – 
”same human bodies”

But no life – ”spiritual current”

  Before     after     the Fall



  Life
   
      The Returning Messiahs/Christs/True Parents 

will turn on the Spiritual Light again.
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The Fall of Man was a one time event long time ago
but its effects are still felt as ripples in all human life today

Spiritual fighting
 wrath/rage/anger 
hatred, revenge
jealousy, greed, 
lust-rape, 
attachment
egoism-pride…more
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3. Collective Sin
4. Personal Sin
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Spiritually stopping
           Evil

1. Original Sin
2. Ancestral Sin
3. Collective Sin
4. Personal Sin
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1. Original Sin
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4. Personal Sin



•  Restoration is Mans respons-ability! (?)

•  Salvation is Gods responsibility 
   sending – the Messiah

                                                          /from Prof. Ohs Lectures
                                                          See link in comments



Comment:  One can wonder why we inherit Sin.

Recent science study:
Genes (DNA) play a greater role in determining key 
personality traits like social skills and learning 
ability than the way we are brought up by our 
parents, researchers claimed.

DP: God created Man to inherit goodness
       from previous generations of ancestors.
       Because of the Fall, it was all turned upside down.
       Inheriting Sin and fallen nature.



To restore the basis upon which they can complete the 
purpose of creation, fallen people must first restore 
through indemnity the foundation of faith which the first 
human ancestors failed to establish (DP p. 180).

Foundation of Faith
_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________
Fallen
people
Fallen
people



Foundation of FaithFoundation of Faith

Foundation for the Messiah

Foundation of Substance

Receive the 
Messiahs

On this foundation, we need to establish the foundation of substance 
and thereby the foundation for the Messiah, through which we can 
receive the Messiah and be cleansed of the original sin.

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________
Fallen
people
Fallen
people



This is required in order for us to become 
perfect incarnations of the Word (DP p. 181).
What did Adam lose? First, he lost faith, and then he lost substance, 
and lastly he lost love. 
These three things were lost. We need to find them. SMM 1973.3.4

Foundation for the Messiah

Foundation of Substance

Foundation of Faith

Receive the 
Messiahs

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________
Fallen
people
Fallen
people





Restoration is like returning to
the original seed.
The perfection of restoration
is the perfection of the seed.
Through the Fall, 
Satan seized the central root.

Satans seed!
Thus no one could harvest a perfect seed.

                                            SMM 2005 03 18

Eve -1st Adam

Fall
of Man
Impure/Illicit 
sexuality
Eve - satan



1st Adam
2nd Adam
Jesus
Spiritual
Salvation

Bride-Holy Womb 
Missing
Christianity only
Spiritual Bride

Fall
of Man
Impure/Illicit 
sexuality
Eve - satan



Sinless Seed
+
Holy Womb
Marriage

1st Adam
2nd Adam
Jesus
Spiritual
Salvation

3rd Adam
Sun Myung Moon
Lord of Second Advent
True Parents

Bride-Holy Womb 
Missing
Christianity only
Spiritual Bride

Fall
of Man
Impure/Illicit 
sexuality
Eve - satan



True Parents
 Holy Wedding 11 April 1960

”Jesus Marriage”



April 19 rising 1960 Korea – 8 days after TP Blessing
New government
April 28 Maria Park killed – 17 days after TP Blessing



National Assembly President Boong Ki Lee and his wife, 
Maria Park, was most directly responsible for the persecution 
directed against the Unification Church (ca 1955).



National Assembly President Boong Ki Lee and his wife, 
Maria Park, was most directly responsible for the persecution 
directed against the Unification Church (ca 1955).

In particular, Mary Park, had caused students and teachers to 
be thrown out from Ehwa Women's University.
Park and Lee's first son was Captain Kang Suk Lee, who had 
become President Rhees adopted son.



National Assembly President Boong Ki Lee and his wife, 
Maria Park, was most directly responsible for the persecution 
directed against the Unification Church (ca 1955).

In particular, Mary Park, had caused students and teachers to 
be thrown out from Ehwa Women's University.
Park and Lee's first son was Captain Kang Suk Lee, who had 
become President Rhees adopted son.

One day, it was a horrible event Captain Lee took a gun and 
shot and killed his biological parents, Park and Lee, and their 
second son, Kang Uk Lee. He then shot himself.

This happened 28 April 1960.
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New World

       New
   Messianic 
   Reflection
   of       Truth

1960 2003

2013

Acts 2:17
“In the last days, God says,
I will pour out my Spirit 
on all people.
Your sons and daughters 
will prophesy,
your young men will 
see visions,
your old men 
will dream dreams.".



 1960
   TP

Red color = Fallen Spirits/Ancestors pulling us down!

Green color = Absolute Good Spirits (AGS) pushing up!

Black Arrows = Clouds of evil spirits connecting

Jesus

John 
Bapt.
Judas

Scribes

AGS

AGS

AGS
 2003
  TP

2013
D -
Day



“Anyone who is plunged into debt is not free.”
                   /quote from 2 politicians Wigforss and Person Sweden

The Fall of Man caused a heavy spiritual debt
on all Mankind 
that only The Messiah can free us from.



Testimony by Kim Won-jong

On a different night when I was in bed, a snake 
as thick as a pillar appeared and after reaching 
my ankle  it started climbing up my leg. It flicked
a spatula shaped tongue and when it tried to bite 
my face, I grabbed its upper and lower jaws trying
to rip its jaws apart. I looked  down the cave-like 
innards of the snake. 

At that point I awoke  to find my blankets all wet. ’

Two months after the episode, on Febr 2, 1962,
the Reverend Sun Myung Moon came to Daegu 
on a tour. He spoke for six hours.

Contin…    



Contin…    

He said, 

”To know what was in the mind of the snake when 
he tempted Eve  six tousend years ago, grab the
upper and lower jaws  of the snake and shout,
´Snake! Let´s have a look at your innards,´”
and unless you can see everything that is inside 
the snake, you cannot know the snakes mind.”

I once again felt that Father knew all the secrets
of heaven.                     
                                /from Todays World  Jan 2014



All men and women alive on earth became Satan’s 
live poisonous snakes 
The male sexual organ is a poisonous snake that 
spurts poison at the female. 

The day you lose your purity, your whole clan will be ruined.
That is why the snake was used as a metaphor. 

Do you have a sexual organ or not? 
An angry poisonous snake is waiting with open 
mouth, but would you put your hands in there? 
Would you insert your love organ into it? 

                                                                  (272-37, 1995.8.30)

2006



If Jesus had married and shared his love with a woman 
who loved him more than he could ever love, 
would the devil be able to pull away the children they 
bore? God would protect them. 
Christians will say all kinds of things and raise a big fuss. 
What do you think would have happened 
if a pure Jesus, as a good man, welcomed a good 
woman and had a family that God could protect? 

2006



If children of goodness had been born then, 
the world would already be unified within two millennia; 
it would have become one tribe. 
That wouldn’t even have taken seven centuries. 
                                                                              (245-45, 1993.2.28)
Source: (link)
Book Eleven- The Root of the Universe

2006



HakJaHan Moon 2012:

God's providence never develops without going 
through indemnity. 

Those who studied the Divine Principle know it well. 

'Indemnity' does not necessarily means something bad. 
It could give you a promise for the future.
 
Rev. Moon has unfolded God's providence on 
earth during this really difficult time.



Let's think of the Israelite from 2,000 years ago.  

It was the Messiah that they, under Roman dominion, 
were waiting for with the pride that they were chosen 
people.  

They believed that once the Messiah came, 
they would be liberated from everything and stand out 
in the world. However, providential history does not 
develop in such a fancy way. 
They did not know 'indemnity.’  

Consequently, they killed the only begotten-son of God.  
Then what happened to the Israelite? 　
They became a people who were exiled for 2,000 years.
                                                                /endquote



Paying Indemnity is like paddling upstream 
the river of Sin.
Once you stop paddling (= stop paying indemnity)
and  the “stream” will take you backwards.

Or humans are in spiritual debt…
if you repay the dept by paying indemnity, 
you lessen the debt on your children 
and future generations.



People take-up the word "blessing" so easily, 
but they forget that behind this blessing is
a great journey of suffering and hardship.
/Process Of Restoration SMM February 13, 1965



Inner ME

The Original Nature from God



Inner ME

the Fallen Nature from Satan



Inner ME

The Original Nature from God +

the Fallen Nature from Satan
= Me

Ref: The Deviation and Restoration of Human Race
                                     by Theodore Verheven 



Look at Mans situation 
and the World

•  Many illiterate, Unemployment, Poverty,
•  Conflicts,War
•  Sickness, Spiritual Posession
•  Allienation Man-Man, Man-Woman
•  Illicit sexuality
•  ...



A robber killed the original father and raped the mother. 
Fallen human beings today are in the position of children 
who were born from that relationship. 
Who is Satan? 
He is the enemy of God’s love. 
Satan is the adulterer who violated the children of God, 
so even the God of love cannot forgive him. 

There is no way to forgive the adulterer of love. 
Others can be forgiven, but Satan cannot. 
If he is forgiven, the heavenly law will break down. 

                                                               SMM 1971.2.15



“Although the average person knows a lot 
about exercise, diet, supplements and the like, 
more than 70 percent of all cancers, greater 
than 80 percent of all heart disease, and 
over 90 percent of type 2 diabetes are related 
to unhealthy lifestyles. (violating 1st Blessing)



“Although the average person knows a lot 
about exercise, diet, supplements and the like, 
more than 70 percent of all cancers, greater 
than 80 percent of all heart disease, and 
over 90 percent of type 2 diabetes are related 
to unhealthy lifestyles. (violating 1st Blessing)

Borysenko, the author of 13 books, states that 
the gap between what we know and how that 
translates into taking care of our health has its 
origin in our sorry emotional state. 
The three most predominant emotions which 
have a large impact on both our physiology and 
health are depression, anxiety, and chronic anger.”
                                                    
                                                        / Dr Borysenko



Faith and Reality: Sun Myung Moon

Unhappiness, depression and despair will be produced 
whenever we fail to maintain the proper relationship with 
our object.  (God)

In order for us to continue living it is absolutely necessary 
to have a continuous and positive objective stimulus. 

All the elements of success and failure develop around 
this relationship.



Faith and Reality: Sun Myung Moon

Up to now Satan and his following have been the 
dominating forces on earth. 

Now we must establish the sovereignty of good. 

New generations, a New age, a New civilization will be created, 
and very soon we will have the Kingdom of God on Earth. 

In the past, ideological systems ended up with only ideals. 
But now our belief system will bear fruit in actual reality. 



Depressed World:

Economic depression, environmental pollution, 
political irregularity, racial and religious strife, 
the decay of ethics and morality, the collapse of 
the sense of values: is there anyone who can 
fundamentally solve these many evils and problems? 

It has not been possible through human wisdom or effort.
 
We have not been able to find a solution to these problems 
by mobilizing economic power or governmental power; 
rather, the evils of humankind are gradually becoming worse.



Depression:

Voice of heaven
Now humanity has to humbly listen to the voice of heaven 
and find the road of resolution directed by God. 

This country and its people must accept my teachings. 

This is not because I am trying to raise myself up, 
but because it is the will of God.
 
God has revealed the principles of heaven through me, 
and He has given me the answers to the fundamental 
problems of humankind.

                                                           /SMM 27 Aug 1992



By having 
unchangeable faith, 
a united mind and body, 
and being with God, 
we can establish the Kingdom of Heaven. 

If these standards are changed, 
then Satan comes in. 

Satan has changeable, unstable elements. 
When our faith waivers, he tempts us with his 
changeable nature. (Root of depression)



What is sin? 

Sin is anything which makes a condition through 
which Satan can accuse man. 
Through the family Satan has had the condition 
to accuse man, but when all the evil conditions 
are eliminated on the family foundation, 
the Kingdom of Heaven can begin. 



What is sin? 

Sin is anything which makes a condition through 
which Satan can accuse man. 
Through the family Satan has had the condition 
to accuse man, but when all the evil conditions 
are eliminated on the family foundation, 
the Kingdom of Heaven can begin. 

Through the multiplication of this basic family of 
goodness, a tribe, society, nation and world of 
goodness can come about. 

We must not only talk about the Kingdom of Heaven; 
we must establish it.
                                                  /SMM 1  Jan 1975



Un- or Happy Future ?



In the USA the percentage of marriages ending in 
divorce varies from around 55% of all U.S. marriages 
to 50% of first marriages and 60% of second marriages. 

In the UK, marriages ending in divorce after 15 years in 
England and Wales rose from  just under 1 in 4 (22%) 
of all marriages in 1970 to a third (33%) of all marriages 
in 1995.

                                                  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divorce



The Reality of Marriage under Satan   

The purpose of marriage is to bring one man and one
woman together in order to establish a God-centered 
family and become a true resemblance of God. 
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The Reality of Marriage under Satan   

The purpose of marriage is to bring one man and one
woman together in order to establish a God-centered 
family and become a true resemblance of God. 

The Bible says that a man and a woman will become one 
flesh (cf. Gen. 2: 24). 

The reality is that in marriages contracted in the satanic 
realm, a man and a woman rarely become one flesh at all.



The Reality of Marriage under Satan   

“A man will feel more connected to his car than to his wife.“



The Reality of Marriage under Satan   

“A man will feel more connected to his car than to his wife.“

To all the married male readers: Have you ever felt pain 
because your wife banged her leg against a chair though 
she could still walk? 
You probably felt bad that it happened, but did you feel her 
pain in you?



The Reality of Marriage under Satan   

How about this:
 
Have you ever driven your car into a pothole and felt pain 
when the tire hit that pothole, though the car continued to 
ride smoothly? 



The Reality of Marriage under Satan   

How about this:
 
Have you ever driven your car into a pothole and felt pain 
when the tire hit that pothole, though the car continued to 
ride smoothly? 

Marriage is in a different sphere. 
Even those who date or do not want to marry know that 
marriage is a very serious commitment.
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out as “As long as we both shall live.” 
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The Reality of Marriage under Satan   

“Till death do us part,” which is sometimes spelled 
out as “As long as we both shall live.” 

Did God intend for marriage to end at death? No.

This is the reality of marriage as disfigured by Satan.



The Reality of Marriage under Satan   

They married under Lucifer’s guidance.



The Reality of Marriage under Satan   

They married under Lucifer’s guidance. 

Hence, the institution of marriage has been 
in turmoil and confusion 
because it started and expanded under Satan.



The Reality of Marriage under Satan

Satan wants people to consummate their sexual love
before marriage, for doing so will continually compromize
the realization of God´s will.



The Reality of Marriage under Satan

Satan wants people to consummate their sexual love
before marriage, for doing so will continually compromize
the realization of God´s will.

As Adam and Eve-Messiahs, the True Parents have
astablished a platform of restoration upon which
friendship can be restored to its original state. 



The Reality of Marriage under Satan   

Some people do not like the notion of marriage because
they do not see it fulfilling anything. 
Some people even call it a man-made prison. 
This is because most of the marriages we see and are 
familiar with in this world have the form of God-planned 
marriage but the content of Satan-centered marriage. 

                    /Christian Nseka
                     Messiahs: Families (2012)



Born in Kinshasa, Zaire (the country currently known as 
the Democratic Republic of Congo), 
Christian Nseka joined the Unification Church in 1987 
in his homeland and thereafter became a lecturer 
of the Divine Principle, the main teaching of the 
Unification Church.

Christian Nseka



The physical Body is the vessel to bring you 
to the Destination = Gods Divine Kingdom 
of Heaven and Earth.

If your vessel sinks on the way – due to Sin
you need a new Vessel = own Physical Body
= or other through Returning Resurection

End Nseka



If God told them not to “eat of the fruit” then it would 
clearly not refer to her offspring, but rather to her 
sexual organ. 

Far more importantly, however, if Adam had not fallen, 
God could have made another Eve or as many Eves 
as necessary. 

God actually gave the commandment after He saw 
that Lucifer was starting down the wrong path with Eve; 
i.e., God said: “…of the fruit of the tree of 
the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, 
for in the day that you eat of it you shall die” 
after Lucifer started to go down the wrong path with Eve.



Add to this a careful study of Lucifer’s temptation to Eve, 
where we find that he said to her: 
“You will not die. 
For God knows that when you eat of it your eyes will be 
opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil.” 

Notice carefully here what Lucifer is saying. 
He told Eve that she WILL have the knowledge of 
good and evil when she eats. 



So, keeping in mind that God gave the commandment 
after Lucifer started down the wrong path with Eve, 
we can see that Eve would BECOME, or rather became, 
the “Tree of the knowledge of good and evil” 
when her purity became compromised with Lucifer. 

Would she have gained the knowledge of good and evil 
if she didn’t eat with Lucifer? 

Evil would not have come to exist.

Source: Michael Hentrich - DeeperDP
http://www.deeperdp.com/finish/5-additional-resources/65-going-deeper-into-the-fall



Upon their death, the believers of this era will enter and abide 
in the Kingdom of Heaven in heaven, which is the divine-spirit 
level of the spirit world (DP p. 140).

_____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

________________________________________ ___________

____________________________________________________

Form-
spirit
 world

2000 20002000

HeavenlyHeavenly
KingdomKingdom
divine-divine-
spiritspirit

ParadisParadis
eelife-life-

spiritspirit

The Providence of Resurrection for People on Earth



Kabbalah 
in the Theology of Rev. Moon
Source:Lieb Family

FOUR ESOTERIC ACCOUNTS OF CAIN AND ABEL

1.The Zohar Account:

"For two beings had intercourse with Eve, and she 
conceived from both and bore two children. 
Each followed one of the male parents, and their spirits 
parted, one to this side and one to the other, and 
similarly their characters. 



Kabbalah 
in the Theology of Rev. Moon
Source:Lieb Family

FOUR ESOTERIC ACCOUNTS OF CAIN AND ABEL

On the side of Cain are all the haunts of the evil species 
from which come evil spirits and demons and necromancers. 
From the side of Abel comes a more merciful [Adam-like] 
class -- yet not wholly beneficial -- good wine mixed with bad. 
The right kind was not produced until Seth came, who is the 
first ancestor of all the generations of the righteous." 
(Bereshith 36b-37a)



Kabbalah 
in the Theology of Rev. Moon

2. The Gnostic Christian Account:

"Then the [divine] authorities [i.e., Elohim]. . . sent seven 
[fallen] archangels to see what happened. They came to 
Adam. When they saw Eve speaking with him, they said 
to one another . . . 'let us seize her and let us cast our 
seed on her, so that . . .those whom she begets will 
serve us.' [Eve] conceived . . . and she bore the rest of 
the sons from the seven . . . angels." (On the Origins of 
the World, II:5)



Kabbalah 
in the Theology of Rev. Moon

3. The Islamic Account:

Allah's Apostle said, "Tonight two (visitors) came to me (in 
my dream) and took me to a town built with gold bricks 
and silver bricks. There we met men who, half of their 
bodies, look like the most-handsome human beings you 
have ever seen, and the other half, the ugliest human 
beings you have ever seen. Those two visitors said to 
those men, 'Go and dip yourselves in that river. 



Kabbalah 
in the Theology of Rev. Moon

3. The Islamic Account:

So they dipped themselves therein and then came to us, 
their ugliness having disappeared and they were in the 
most-handsome shape. The visitors said, 'The first is the 
Garden of Eden and that is your dwelling place.' Then 
they added, 'As for those people who were half ugly and 
half handsome, they were those who mixed good deeds 
and bad deeds, but Allah forgave them." (Sahih Bukhari 
Hadith: Volume 6, Book 60, Number 196)



Kabbalah 
in the Theology of Rev. Moon

4. The Rev. Moon Unificationism Account:

"Lucifer dared to seduce Eve at the risk of his life . . . 
and [they] had sexual intercourse with each other. . . 
Eve joined with Adam after she had the illicit relationship 
with the archangel [Satan] . . . 
and [Satan's and Adam's] elements were then transmitted 
to their descendants . . . 
and mankind has multiplied sin to the present day, 
thus perpetuating the lineage of Satan." 
(Divine Principle I.2.2.2) 

Thus, we see virtually the same mixed-paternal parentage 
attributed to Cain and Abel in all four scriptural accounts. 



Emanuel Swedenborg
1688 - 1772 

         Heaven and Hell
   Description of Spiritual World

•   ALL men (Good/Bad)
    100% survives physical death

•  We create our down destiny in spiritual world
    = Absolute Spiritual Laws are at work
    “You reap Good/Bad what you sow Good/Bad!”

•  3 levels of Spir. World    Heaven – Medium – Hell
• “…man takes with him all his memory and nothing can 
    be hidden in the world so that it does not become 
    manifest after death, and this in many people's presence”



Swedenborg offers this general commentary on the sexual 
organs in the Universal Human:

But I have not been allowed to know the identity and nature 
of the communities that belong to the specific organs of 
generation. 



Swedenborg offers this general commentary on the sexual 
organs in the Universal Human:

But I have not been allowed to know the identity and nature 
of the communities that belong to the specific organs of 
generation. 

They are actually too inward for anyone in a lower sphere 
to understand. They relate to uses of those organs that are 
deeply hidden and far removed from knowledge. The 
reason is providential—to prevent things that are intrin 
sically most heavenly from damage by foul thoughts, which 
involve lewdness, promiscuity, and adultery.
 
                            /Emanuel Swedenborg, Arcana Coelestia



Doctor Wilson van Dusen:

Present day psychosis always involves 
some degree of self pride 
(spiritual madness) but the hallucinated 
aspect looks most like what Swedenborg 
described under the general headings
of obsessions (to be caught in false ideas) and
possession to have alien spirits acting into
one's thought, feelings, or even into one's own
bodily acts. 

van Dusen M.D



He indicates that normally there is a barrier
between these spiritual entities and man's
own consciousness. 

He also makes quite clear that 
if this barrier of awareness
were penetrated the man would be in
grave danger for his mental health
and even for his life.



In my dialogues with (mental) patients 
I learned of two orders of experience, 
borrowing from the voices themselves, 
called the higher and the lower order. 

Lower order voices are as though
one is dealing with drunken bums at a bar who
like to tease and torment just for the fun of it.

They will suggest lewd acts and then scold the
patient for considering them. They find a
weak point of conscience and work on it 
interteasing him for three years over a ten-cent
debt he had already paid.



They call the patient every conceivable name, 
suggest every lewd act, steal memories or 
ideas right out of consciousness, threaten death, 
and work on the patient's credibility in every way. 

For instance they will brag that they will produce
some disaster on the morrow and then claim
honor for one in the daily paper. 

They suggest foolish acts (such as: Raise your right
hand in the air and stay that way) and tease
if he does it and threaten him if he doesn't.

The lower order can work for a long time to
possess some part of the patient's body. 



The higher order is much more likely
to be symbolic, religious, supportive, genuinely
instructive, and communicate directly 
with the inner feelings of the patient.

I've learned to help the patient approach the higher 
order because of its great power to broaden 
the individual's values. 



Swedenborg indicates that good spirits have
some degree of control over the evil ones.
 
Higher order hallucinations have made 
the same comment — that they can control 
lower order ones, but it is seldom
to the degree the patient would desire.

In some respects they overcome the evil insofar
as the patient identifies with them. 



A discovery four years ago 
helped me to get a relatively 
rich and consistent picture
of the patients' experience. 
Though I noticed
similarities with Swedenborg's 
description of the relationships 
of man to spirits it was
only three years after all 
the major findings on
hallucinations had been 
made that the striking
similarity between what 
Twentieth-Century patients
describe and Swedenborg's 
Eighteenth-Century accounts 
became apparent to me.

Google for the Free booklet!   Job —"With Dreams upon my bed thou 
scarest me and affrightest me with Visions."



• Sex is not same as evil.
• Within Blessed Marriage it is the Holy of Holiest

• Most people have unconscious bad feeling 
  about “sex” as dirty and low.

• This is all due to Fall of Man = Illicit Love
• Sex became animalistic and often brutal
• Abuse of wimen, Rape, Agressiveness, 
  Hate, Murder…all have the same root 
  “Free Sex” root = Fall of Man = Illicit Love



All across America we hear of babies being 
dumped in trash cans, schoolchildren shooting
their classmates, and AIDS and other sexually 
transmitted diseases running rampant.

Among the seven sins in Dante's The Divine Comedy, 
this "scarlet sin" is said to be the worst. 
God considers adulterous love to be the most serious 
of all sins, and He will never condone it.

Come now, and let us reason together, says the LORD: 
though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white 
as snow; though they be red like crimson, they shall be 
as wool.  Isiah 1:18
                                   /Bo Hi Pak,  from Messiah 1



Dante





Solution!



The Blessing!

Sexually pure lifestyle
1 Blessed Partner



The Messiah comes to sever our ties with Satan
and serve as a bridge in the process of returning 

the realm of marriage back to God.



2nd Coming of Messiah
Brings Family Salvation

Jesus brought individual Salvation



Emotions can have their root in spiritual world
and 
the interactions between spiritual (angels & deceased)
and physical worlds.

See: Chapter II: Diseases Caused by Lucifer
www.messagesfromspiritworld.info/Lucifer/02.html#998960





Prayer = Spiritual Guidance!





Map = Road ahead in Life! 
Faith in Old + New Truth!
O.T. + N.T. + C.T.
Better and better maps!



+

Faith &TruthPrayer

Quote: SMM 1965 Ford session
 
Fletcher:“Nobody can give away perfection. 
Perfection was the ideal, and perfection was mans 
goal from the beginning, but man choose himself 
to loose that perfection, and she must now choose
to return to it. But it is really true that 
no one can return to his homeland which he has 
forgotten, if not someone gives him a map or 
leads him along that road.”



If you make a wrong start, you will end up in the wrong place. 
That is why when a ship sets out into the great ocean, 
it should chart out the course and follow the compass 
carefully from the moment it first sets sail from port. 

Then, what is the port of departure for human life? 
People do not know. Where can we find  the direction, 
the compass guiding us to reach our destination in the 
world beyond? 

Human beings have not been able to find this, so they 
have been wandering about to and fro. 
No matter how they have tried, they have not been able 
to overcome their human limitations.   /SMM 1988.1.3



These days, everyone fears cancer. In its early stages 
a person may not realize that he is ill.
He only recognizes that he has the disease when it 
becomes painful, but by then the cancer has
progressed to a lethal stage. Still, at least a cancer 
victim knows he has the disease before he dies.
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With the disease of the Fall, however, 
people do not recognize that they are ill 
until after they die. 



These days, everyone fears cancer. In its early stages 
a person may not realize that he is ill.
He only recognizes that he has the disease when it 
becomes painful, but by then the cancer has
progressed to a lethal stage. Still, at least a cancer 
victim knows he has the disease before he dies.

With the disease of the Fall, however, 
people do not recognize that they are ill 
until after they die. 

(Too late… for redemption in the flesh.  /DP)

That is the problem. 



Even though there may be some damage on an 
apple's surface, if its seeds are intact then it still 
has value. 



Even though there may be some damage on an 
apple's surface, if its seeds are intact then it still 
has value. 

However, man is the opposite, being intact on the 
outside, but rotten on the inside. 

                                              SMM, April 10, 1977



Dante running from the Beasts
/Blake
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The Reality of Satan
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Dr Young Oon Kims Unification Theology

The Reality of Satan
Satan's goal is to separate men from God. 
That is the chief function of the devil, 
which he carries out in two ways. 

First, as man's accuser he sets us at odds with God. 

Secondly, he tempts man to act in such a way that we will 
prove that his accusations are valid. 
To do this, Satan takes advantage of our vulnerability to sin. 



He exploits an innate tendency of human nature: 
our openness to temptation. 
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He exploits an innate tendency of human nature: 
our openness to temptation. 

Because we are (fallen) humans and potentially sinful, 
Satan can get inside of us to carry out his will. 

As Thielicke states, 
Because I have sin in me, I give the devil a claim upon me.



Satan, the New Testament explains, 
is our adversary; 
and he is a powerful opponent because he is 
a fallen angel. (invisible to our physical senses)
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Satan, the New Testament explains, 
is our adversary; 
and he is a powerful opponent because he is 
a fallen angel. (invisible to our physical senses)

As an angel, the devil knows God's strategy. 

He realizes that God wants to establish His kingdom on earth. 
Also, since he was once Lucifer, an archangel in the heavenly 
court, Satan has the ability to disguise himself as an angel 
of light. 

In everything he does, he attempts to imitate God and appear 
like the friend of mankind.



Thus, the real intentions of Satan remain hidden 
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Thus, the real intentions of Satan remain 
hidden from his victims. 

He works anonymously and appears incognito. 

The devil never says, "I will teach you how to sin." 

Instead, he says to man, "I'll show you something interesting, 
pleasurable or enriching." 

Comment: 
C.S.Lewis:  “Satan disguises himself as an angel of light”
Satan's most deceptive tactics is to convince people that
he doesn't exist.



He acts in such a fashion that we think we are expressing our 
own desires and simply doing what we want. 



He acts in such a fashion that we think we are expressing our 
own desires and simply doing what we want. 

Hence, he prefers to stimulate, tempt and encourage us 
from behind the scenes. 
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all pervasive, invisible, yet almost irresistible 
"spirit of the times.“
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Satan does his most effective work as the
all pervasive, invisible, yet almost irresistible 
"spirit of the times.“

When man sins, an alien spirit enters and starts dragging
 its victim downward. 

For this reason, in his ministry of exorcism, 
Jesus always distinguished between the possessing demons
 and the persons harboring them. 

Satan holds people captive against their will, even if 
originally they were responsible for inviting the demons in. 



Therefore Jesus' mission was two-fold: 
to battle against Satan (Prosecutor) and 
to fight for man (Defense attorney/Defender).
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Therefore Jesus' mission was two-fold: 
to battle against Satan (Prosecutor) and 
to fight for man (Defense attorney/Defender).
 
His aim was to restore a person "to himself' as a creature 
made in God's image and a citizen of the kingdom of heaven. 

Consequently, the Messiah is described as 

                          man's redeemer and savior: 
                              literally man's liberator. 



The Lucifer effect

Whatever one construes the biblical passages of the Fall, 
it is a powerful narrative which poses a number of questions. 
Phillip Zimbardo, for example, a Stanford professor of social 
psychology, published The Lucifer Effect (2007), 
in which he gives a reflective account of the notorious 
Stanford Prison Experiment he conducted in 1971.

In a mock prison at the psychology department at 
Stanford University, he witnessed the rapid transformation 
of good, mentally healthy, intelligent college students into 
abusive ones in a matter of days. 



Zimbardo, was deeply puzzled by the narrative 
of the Fall at the Garden of Eden. 

By referring to the transformation of Lucifer to Satan in 
the Foreword of his book, he notes the magnitude of this 
narrative, in contrast any other transformation of good 
to evil:

That is the most extreme arc of transformation imaginable, 
and so sets the context for my investigations into lesser 
human trans-formations of good, ordinary people, not angels, 
into perpetrators of evil in response to the corrosive influence 
of powerful situational forces
Source:
www.journals.uts.edu/volume-xv-2014/224-god-s-silence

The Lucifer effect



Food-Sleep-Sex
Obesity-Lazyness-Promiscuity

Common Base = Selfish desires
traces from Lucifer

One thing is for sure: the highest religions have maintained
that people must control their desires: 
the desire to eat, to sleep and to experience sexual love. 
                                                                            /SMM Jan 1984

F-S-S



F-S-S

Satan has three main gates, 
and the first gate is eating. 
This wretched mouth eats and eats and eats, 
and still demands better food. 
It keeps doing this. 

The second gate is resting. 
If you just sleep, you always want to rest. 
Isn’t that so? You don’t want to work. 

What is the third gate? Lust. 
People have a tendency to be unfaithful to 
their spouses.                         /SMM 1990.2.16



Comment: From Rudolf Steiners ”Cosmic Memory”

The longing for knowledge is produced by the 
fact that the soul develops inner organs, the brain and so 
forth, by means of which it gains possession of knowledge. 
This is a consequence of the circumstance that a part of 
the energy of the soul is no longer directed toward the 
outside, but toward the inside. 



The superhuman beings however, which have not carried 
out this separation of their spiritual forces, direct all the 
energy of their soul toward the outside. 

Therefore that force is also available to them externally for 
fructification by the spirit, which “man” turns inward for the 
development of the organs of cognition…



Now that force by means of which one human being turns 
toward the outside in order to act together with another is love. 
The superhuman beings directed all their love outward in 
order to let universal wisdom flow into their soul. 

“Man” however can only direct a part of it outward. 
“Man” became sensual, and thereby his love became sensual.
 
He draws away from the outside world that part of his nature 
which he directs toward his inner development. 
And thus that arises which one calls selfishness. 



When he became man or woman in the physical body, “man” 
could surrender himself with only a part of his being; 
with the other part he separated himself from the world 
around him. 

He became selfish. And his action toward the outside became 
selfish; his striving after inner development also became 
selfish.
External source: Google for  “rudolf steiner cosmic memory”



Physical Laws  – Juridical Laws – Spiritual Laws

          God/                         Man-made                  God-made
  Creation-made!              Conditional                  Absolute!
       Absolute                    Changeable                    Eternal
                                          Needs Police!          Christ Spiritual 
                                                                              True Parents      
                                                                         Physical Salvation



Law of Indemnity – Tang Gam

Sin                     Indemnity

“I tell you, you will not get out until you have paid the last penny.“
                                        /Jesus  in Luke 12:59

Fall of Man              Suffering, OT 
Offering

Rejection of 2nd Adam       Jesus 40day fasting
                                   Crucifixion
                                   Jewish diaspora
                                   Many Martyrs
                                   3 World Wars



A divided world 1945-1992 – Cold War



Cause: Rejection of the Lord of Second Advent
1946-1952

Effect: Division of the Messianic Nation



The significance of making the offering is to 
cut the parts in two, so that one is under God's claim and 
the other under Satan's claim. 

In that case both the offering and the man who offered 
the sacrifice must become entirely one. 
The man who offers the sacrifice is in the subjective 
position, while the offering is in the objective position! 

Old Test. Offering

Abraham
Isaak



Without these two united into one, 
the purpose of the offering cannot be attained. 
The offering being in the objective position to man as 
the subject, it can represent the person's flesh-body. 
The thing being offered (i.e., the animal) has to shed 
blood in place of sinful man. 

In other words, the offering is in place of man -- representing man.

                                                                    /SMM 1973 Jan 19



No human in the Old Test. Hade the purity of Animals
Who are unfallen.
Only Jesus born without original sin had the spiritual position
to become the living holy offering – Crucifixion.
2000 year of Christian teaching!

A valid payment for mans sin and spiritual redemption
But also a sad ending of the potential mission of 
True Parents - Jesus & Bride 2000 years ago.

New Test. Offering



Unification Church
Way Of Indemnity

One thing is for sure: the highest religions have maintained
that people must control their desires: 
the desire to eat, to sleep and to experience sexual love. 
                                                                    /SMM Jan 1984

•  7–day water fasting
•  5 o-clock Prayer 
•  HonDokHae – Holy Text Reading
•  Full control of sexual desires! 
•  Age of Attendance – follow TrueParents
•  Live for Others



Adam fell due to his disbelief. 
Disbelief was the primary reason. 

Next, Adam fell because he asserted himself. 
He put himself, his ego in the center of everything. 
Adam fell because he took a self-centered position. 

Next, Adam demanded a realm of self-centered love. 

These are the three major elements of the Fall: 
disbelief, self-assertion or self-centeredness, 
and finally dreams of self-centered love. 

The fallen angels were like this.   /SMM 10 Apr 1983
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Jesus casting out demons!
               Exorcism



Mark 5:1-20
King James Version (KJV)
5 And they came over unto the other side of the sea, 
into the country of the Gadarenes.
2 And when he was come out of the ship, 
immediately there met him out of the tombs a man 
with an unclean spirit,
3 Who had his dwelling among the tombs; and no man could 
bind him, no, not with chains:
4 Because that he had been often bound with fetters and chains, 
and the chains had been 
plucked asunder by him, and the fetters broken in pieces: 
neither could any man tame him.
5 And always, night and day, he was in the mountains, 
and in the tombs, crying, and cutting himself



6 But when he saw Jesus afar off, he ran and worshipped him,
7 And cried with a loud voice, and said, What have I to do with 
thee, Jesus, thou Son of the most high God? 
I adjure thee by God, that thou torment me not.
8 For he said unto him, Come out of the man, thou unclean spirit.
9 And he asked him, What is thy name? And he answered, 
saying, 
My name is Legion: for we are many.



10 And he besought him much that he would not send them 
away out of the country.
11 Now there was there nigh unto the mountains a great herd 
of swine feeding.
12 And all the devils besought him, saying, Send us into the 
swine, that we may enter into them.

13 And forthwith Jesus gave them leave. 
And the unclean spirits went out, 
and entered into the swine: 
and the herd ran violently down a steep place into the sea, 
(they were about two thousand;) 
and were choked in the sea.



 “When the unclean spirit has gone out of a person, 
it passes throughwaterless places seeking rest, and 
finding none it says, 
‘I will return to my house from which I came.’ 
And when it comes, it finds the house 
swept and put in order.  

Then it goes and brings seven other spirits more evil 
than itself, and they enter and dwell there. 
And the last state of that person is worse than the first.”
                                                                                          
                                                                                                /Luke 11:24



 Put on the whole armor of God, that you may be 
able to stand against the wiles of the devil. 
For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, 
but against principalities, against powers, against 
the rulers of the darkness of this age,against 
spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places.
                                                                                            
                                                                                               /Eph. 6:11



3rd Adam



3rd Adam

The spirit world could not function until the appearance 
of Unification Church. Why? 
Because there was no handle to grab; 
no rapport was established. 
There was no love between the races. 
There was no one who could prepare the base so that 
God could really bring down His hosts of angels. 
But now the Unification Church represents that base, 
so God can bring down any number of angels or spirit 
men He wishes.



3rd Adam

So far, there have been many, many evil spiritual 
phenomena. There are many evil, lost spirits haunting people. 

Spirits can also actually cause diseases and accidents.
What is the difference between evil spirits and good spirits? 

When an evil spirit approaches, you somehow feel fearful 
and uncertain and very unstable. 
A satanic spirit is like the winter wind, making you shiver. 



Comment: Modern science have mostly 
not understood evil spirit posession, 
and regard it as superstition or 
old religios dogma.

Quote:
Freuds student Carl Jung  theorized that posession occured 
when an individual cam to identify with a complex from the 
collective subconscous.
Freud believed subconscous impulses were personal and 
often sexual in nature.  / Joseph P. Laycock
(Remains from sexual Fall of Man – as in Divine Principle)

Jesus' great spiritual force caused the evil spirit to depart 
and this allowed the victim to immediately become normal. 
The evil influencing factor had been removed.
                                                                 Reverend Moon Speaks on Satan, the Fall, and Evil Undated



Freud's personality theory (1923) 
saw the psyche structured into three parts
the id, 
ego and 
superego, 
all developing at different stages in our lives. 

These are systems, not parts of the brain, 
or in any way physical.



id is the primitive and instinctual part of the mind 
that contains sexual and aggressive drives and 
hidden memories,

super-ego operates as a moral conscience
 
ego is the realistic part that mediates between 
the desires of the id and the super-ego.





From the Principle view
I (Bengt) would interpret;

ID is the undeveloped spirit of fallen man 
i.e. remains of fallen nature from the Fall of Man,
unrighteous sexual desires.

SUPEREGO as the Original Divine that remains in all Mankind
from the unfallen Adam & Eve - moral conscience.

EGO as the struggling life of fallen Man between good and evil, 
influence from the Physical and Spiritual worlds.





Principle view

Original NatureFallen Nature
   Man Sinning

Bad                   –      Good Spirit World





From the Principle view
I (Bengt) would interpret;

Mans hidden shadow as the Principles – 4 Fallen natures





3rd Adam

But when some good spirit is trying to embrace you, 
you feel so good without reason! 
You'll be walking on Cloud 9! 

A heavenly spirit is like spring. 
It melts you, relaxes you, 
and gives you the warmth of love and comfort. 

You should feel that in the Unification Church. 



3rd Adam

I have been conducting the program of the spirit 
world for everything.

I do not talk about how heaven is or how heavenly father is, 
and so forth. 
I do not talk about them carelessly. 
I only talk about them after I have digested them with the truth 
and can explain them in some systematic manner. 

Do you think that I simply listen to the words of some women 
or grandmothers, or some spiritual medium? No way. 
They are ignorant. 
They know how to testify to the present, 
but they do not know how things operate.     /SMM (68-276)



”Father said Jesus was put on the cross 
because he showed spiritual miracles.”
                   p.414  A Testimony to Gods Word by Gil Ja Sa Eu

Jesus accomplished healing by chasing out evil spirits 
or demons. 
Jesus' great spiritual force caused the evil spirit to depart 
and this allowed the victim to immediately become normal. 
The evil influencing factor had been removed.
                                                                 Reverend Moon Speaks on Satan, the Fall, and Evil Undated

As he walked the course of restoration, 
Jesus did not delight in performing miracles. 
These miracles took place when Jesus shouted out in 
excruciating sadness. 
                                                                 The Incarnation of Jesus, a Pioneer February 1, 1959

Jesus miracles  



When Jesus saw that the people were not 
likely to receive him by the words of God 
alone, he began to perform mighty works. 
He hoped that people could recognize him 
through his miracles.

"Even though you do not believe me, believe the miracles, 
that you may know and understand that the Father is in me, 
and I in the Father"
John 10:38



The unholy Trinity



Jesus said 

fasting indemnifies the forces of Satan 

The Gospel

Prayer

Fasting



Jesus said 

fasting indemnifies the forces of Satan 

and 

prayer calls on the power of God.

The Gospel

Prayer

Fasting



Even though Jesus was born as the original son of God, he 
still needed to go the way of indemnity in order to save this world.
(Compare O.T. blood, burnt offerings.)



Comment:  Jesus surely knew the Law of Indemnity 
(Tang Gam, korean).

His sacrifice of his Holy Body postponed the final Physical 
Salvation,
But it also opened the way for 2000 years of Spiritual Salvation,
through Jesus voluntary blood sacrifice.
Compare O.T. blood offerings.



You must know that the bitter term 
“restoration through indemnity” 
emerged due to human beings being unable to fulfill 
their portion of responsibility.   / SMM 1983.3.1



The way of indemnity is necessary for us. 
In order to save this world, you walk the way of indemnity. 
Even though Jesus was born as the original son of God, 
he still needed to go the way of indemnity in order to 
save this world. 

Since the world could not do so, and since the people 
who were supposed to go the way of indemnity opposed 
him,  Jesus himself had to walk that path and had no 
choice but to take responsibility.             /SMM 1984.7.8



Jesus Christ came for the will of God, to transmit God's 
will to the chosen nation of Israel. God was moving in a 
certain direction and Jesus Christ was moving parallel to 
that direction, so certainly the people of Israel were 
supposed to move in a way parallel to Jesus. 

If all three had been moving parallel in one direction, 
God's ultimate will could have been fulfilled in that nation. 
God and Jesus were united and all that was needed was 
to have the people of Israel unite with Jesus. 

After man's having fulfilled on the national level, 
expansion of that fulfillment to the worldwide level would 
have been assured.                                  /SMM  761225



Comment: Indemnity seam to involve time also.

Examples: Shorter (relatively) indemnity
                  Moses 2x40 days on the mount – 10 Commandments
                  Jesus fasting 40 days to indemnify Johns disbelief.
                  Jesus painful death on the cross, giving 2000 year
                  of spiritual redemption.
                  
                  Longer indemnity
                  Noahs 120 years arch building
                  The Jewish diaspora 2000 years
                  Korea 40 year under Japan – producing the Messiah
                  WW1, WW2, WW3 (cold war) – Cheon Il Guk, KofH

                                                       /These are my thoughts



The number of the Beast
666   /Blake



Divine Principle:

God created man on the sixth day. 
But man fell during the three growth stages: 
formation, growth and completion, 
and could not fulfil his/her responsibility to become perfect.
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Divine Principle:

God created man on the sixth day. 
But man fell during the three growth stages: 
formation, growth and completion, 
and could not fulfil his/her responsibility to become perfect. 

If man had not fallen but become perfected, she would
have rested on the seventh day, together with God. 

Each growth step takes 7 days, so when the three stages
of formation, growth and perfection are completed, 
the number 777 is created. 



(cf. Principle of Creation )

Man and women fell on the sixth day, that’s why everything
created from day one to day six, came under Satan's 
dominion (6 days x 3 steps).



(cf. Principle of Creation )

Man and women fell on the sixth day, that’s why everything
created from day one to day six, came under Satan's 
dominion (6 days x 3 steps).
 
That’s why the number 666 became Satan's number, 
the number of the beast.
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(cf. Principle of Creation )

The central figures in the restoration must re-establishes 
the number 777.

Noah sent out the dove, for example, 
three times over a  period of 21 days.
 
7 days after the first returned, 
he sent out the second dove.
 
And seven days after that had come back he sent out 
the third.



Jacob also had to endure 3 x 7 = 21 year period of difficulty
 in Haran.
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The Jews were 210 years slaves in Babylon and 
the popes moved from Rome to Avignon in 210 years. 



Jacob also had to endure 3 x 7 = 21 year period of difficulty
 in Haran.

The Jews were 210 years slaves in Babylon and 
the popes moved from Rome to Avignon in 210 years. 

Unification Church mass wedding of 777 couples 
in 1970 was also a special historical significance. 

/ from the book 
"The Unification Church Within the Mist" by Gug-Bea Eum.



'The Expulsion of Adam and Eve
 from Paradise‘
 Massacio 1427 



Continued
See Part 2of3

v 9.2
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